Shifting Sands
Rules and Objectives

Overview
Shifting Sands is a four-player tile game about exploring a dark and ever-changing Egyptian
ruin in search of a lost relic, the Ouroboros. The players assume the role of explorers, each with
individual abilities. The group will have to use teamwork and cunning to defeat ancient monsters
and hazards to find the lost treasure. Playtime: 20-40 minutes.
Object of the Game
Find both halves of the Ouroboros and join them together to win.
Setup
Locate one ‘Empty’ Tile card and place it in the center, with all four player tokens on it. Shuffle
all the Tile Cards and place the stack near the play area. Shuffle all the Draw Cards and set
them near the play area. Shuffle the Role cards and hand one to each player.
Roles

●
●
●
●

Mercenary - Has a combat power of 2.
Medic - Can revive teammates without spending a turn.
Archaeologist - Can destroy a Wall for free if he then enters that Tile.
Guide - Is not affected by Hazards, and helps players to bypass the Ledge Fall while he
occupies the Tile.

Game Turn
Starting with the Guide and moving clockwise around the table, each player can choose to
remain in the same Tile or move either up, down, left, or right from his position. The player
draws a Tile Card and plays it in the direction he intends to move, and places his pawn on the
new Tile. There are three possible Tiles:
● Draw: These Tiles are indicated by the Eye of Horus on the Tile. Move into the new tile
and draw a card from the Draw deck.
● Wall: Movement is prevented and the player stays in the original Tile.
● Empty: The player moves into the new Tile safely.
While Tiles are in play, they are considered visible. Tiles remain visible to players as long as
they are adjacent (including diagonals) to a player. When a Tile falls out of this visibility range
of all players, it is placed at the bottom of the Tile deck. Note: Just because you left an area
doesn’t mean it will have the same things when you return!

Draw Cards
The Draw deck consists of Hazards, Monsters, and the Ouroboros pieces:

Hazards
Upon encountering a Hazard, you move into the square and it applies immediately (excluding
the Guide).
Ledge Fall: Place a Ledge Fall token on the new Tile. The player is moved two squares in the
direction he was originally moving, with one unseen space left between the starting point and
the landing point. Play a Tile in the new area, and act accordingly. If the new tile is a Wall, move
one square back in the direction the player was moving, onto the space the player moved over.
(If the second Tile is another Wall, move back to the original Ledge Fall square and do nothing).
Ledge Fall remains on the board after it affects the player that plays it. The Guide can then
occupy the Ledge Fall space and usher other players through safely. Note: If a player is being
chased by a Monster through the Ledge Fall space, the Guide helps the player through, but the
Monster is subjected to the 2-space move. If this sends the Monster into unseen territory, the
Monster is removed from play.
Lost: The player moves in a diagonal direction indicated by the Card. Lay the card down so
the player can read it, and move in the direction the card indicates. Lay a new Tile down and
resolve the tile. If a Wall is encountered, no movement occurs.
Tremor: Tremor will move an entire row or column that the player occupies by one Tile in the
direction of the player just moved. The movement is from the point of view of the player. All
players, monsters, and Hazards are affected.
Cave-In: The player’s character becomes Incapacitated, and cannot move until another player
arrives and revives him. Because the character is unconscious, and has no line-of-sight, all
surrounding tiles are removed unless held visible by other characters.
Darkness: All unoccupied tiles surrounding the character are immediately removed from the
table.
Monsters and Combat
Monsters range in Power Level from 1 to 3:
● Power Level 1: Mummies
● Power Level 2: Giant Scarab
● Power Level 3: Anubis
Each Player Character has a Power Level of 1, except the Mercenary, who has a Power Level
of 2. The players must occupy the same Tile and have a combined Power Level greater than
the Monster, and one player spends a turn to defeat it.
When a player reveals a Monster, it is placed on the Tile with him. If the Player is not strong
enough to defeat the Monster alone, he must leave the Tile, and the Monster follows the player
immediately. While a Player is being pursued by a Monster, the Player must move every turn,

and cannot stop to revive a teammate unless he/she is a Medic. Each time a Monster leaves
a Tile, that Tile is removed from the table unless another player also occupies that tile. If a
Monster falls out of visibility for all the players, it is also removed from play.
If a Player encounters a Wall while being pursued by a Monster, or encounters another Monster,
the Player becomes Incapacitated. If another player is adjacent to the player that was just
incapacitated, the monster then begins to attack the adjacent player by immediately moving
into the new Player’s Tile. If two monsters caused the incapacitation, the new monster attacks
the next player instead of both. If there were two or more adjacent players at the time of
incapacitation, the player who would go next is attacked.
There are only two tokens for each Monster Power Level. If a third Monster of a certain type is
needed on the board, that Monster is upgraded to the next higher type and placed on the Tile. If
a third Anubis is needed, the player that drew the third Anubis is instantly Incapacitated.
Incapacitation
When a player is Incapacitated, all Tiles that were solely visible to him are removed from the
table and placed under the Tile deck, and the Player cannot move until another person moves
to the Tile and spends a turn to revive him. The Medic does not have to spend a turn to revive
him, the effect is immediate upon entry of the Tile. If a player gets two unseen Tile lengths away
from all players, that player dies and is removed from play.
Losing the Game
The game ends if:
● All players are incapacitated.
● All players that are not incapacitated have Monsters pursuing them.
Winning the Game
The players win the game by finding both halves of the Ouroboros Relic. When both halves are
drawn from the deck, and possessed by one or two players, all the players must move to within
visual range of each other. When this is achieved, the team has won the game.
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